You are now a student in an Arabic writing class and trying to answer the given questions.

- Choose words from the boxes below to create Arabic sentences. Write the number of each word in the appropriate circle:

1. match
   مبارة
   1

2. Mick
   مايكل
   2

3. wrote
   كتب
   3

4. the
   الـ
   4

5. watched
   شاهد
   5

6. said
   قال
   6

- The answer(s):

- The answer(s):

1. tennis
   تنس
   1

2. boys
   أولاد
   2

3. now
   الآن
   3

4. played
   لعب
   4

5. the
   الـ
   5

- The answer(s):
Now, try to avoid this L1 interference in your answer to the next sentence.

- The answer(s):